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Legal Beagle's Archive for July 2016

Legal Beagle's Post
All of Everything: Todd Oldham
Posted by Library Blog on 07/08/2016 at 09:58 AM

Todd Oldham is an iconic 90s American fashion designer. According to Vogue Magazine, “in his 10 years in the
atelier, Oldham had done everything from embroider with actual hammered gold to turn a photograph of a
flaming tuna can into a print for Naomi Campbell to wear on the runway.” (To see a snippet of a Todd Oldham
runway show in all of its 1990s glory, click here!)

This summer, a retrospective of Todd Oldham’s works are being featured in Providence at the RISD Museum
and it is not to be missed!

Featuring more than 65 pieces, this exhibition is fun, funky and fashionable. It is the first solo exhibition devoted
to Oldham’s work and also features twenty hours of runway footage.

If you haven’t already been to the RISD Museum, you should visit as it features significant contemporary art
works (Warhol, Lichtenstein, etc.) as well as a large collection of textiles. Also currently on display in the RISD
Museum are the works of Jesse Burke.

If you need a break from the amazing art and design, the museum just opened Café Pearl, located inside the
museum’s Benefit Street entrance. You can also take a few minutes and enjoy the RISD Museum’s outdoor
space, the Radeke Garden!

Legal Beagle's Post
The Olympics: Sports and Much More
Posted by Library Blog on 07/21/2016 at 08:54 AM

If you like to follow sports, the Olympics are a very exciting 16 day adventure. This year’s adventure starts on
August 5th in Brazil.

If you do not like to follow sports, the Olympics still has something for you!

Perhaps you don’t like sports but do like cute animals?

This year the official Olympic mascot is Vinicius. Vinicius, a combination of several native Brazilian wildlife
species, lives in a treehouse in the Tijuca Forest. Vinicius is named after Vinícius de Moraes, a Brazilian poet
and lyricist. Want to compare Vinicius to other Olympic mascots? Check out this gallery of cute (and not-socute) creatures!

Perhaps you don’t like sports but love fashion?

The Olympics is a celebration of fashion! This year Australia has chosen a 1920s retro vibe while the United
States continues to opt for a classic preppy look. For more fashion fun, check out this gallery of notable
uniforms.

Perhaps you don’t like sports but like history! This Paste Magazine article about unusual Olympic events of yore
can amuse anyone! Who doesn’t like to read about Olympic Solo Synchronized Swimming?

